Social Work

This is a guide to selected books, government documents and reference materials in social work. For resources in other disciplines, such as Aboriginal studies, criminology, psychology, and sociology, consult separate library guides on these subjects.

BOOK REVIEWS

Relevant book reviews can be found in Social Services Abstracts by selecting publication type: book reviews.

CITATION AND WRITING GUIDES

Academic style tip sheets and an essay and thesis preparation guide are available at the Research Help Desk or online at www.library.carleton.ca. The most recent editions of the official guides are located at the Research Help Desk.

RefWorks, a free online research management, writing and collaboration tool, is also available at www.library.carleton.ca.

DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS

REF HV12.B37 2003

REF FC23.C36 1999 (second copy in MADGIC) or online access via Library Catalogue

REF HV12.C36 2005 or online access via Library Catalogue

REF HV35.S6 2008


REF HV12.R67 2003

DATA AND GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Most of the government documents in the library's collection are located in the Maps, Data, and Government Information Centre (MADGIC), www.library.carleton.ca/madgic.

The Data Centre is part of MADGIC and provides data to faculty and students and facilitates research in the social sciences, www.library.carleton.ca/ssdata/index.html.

DIRECTORIES

FC2.C2992 (latest edition at the Research Help Desk)

REF HV7.A1D57 (library keeps latest edition only) or online access via Library Catalogue

Master Contact List of Community Groups in Ottawa-Carleton: Community Catalogue.
DDR CA3ON OTQ60 .M11 (library keeps latest edition only)

GUIDES AND HANDBOOKS

Provides information on how to prepare manuscripts for submission to scholarly journals.
REF HV85.A93 1997

KE450.S6V39 2008

HV41.G55 2008

HV11.H328 2010
JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES

Journals (including periodicals, serials and magazines) are important sources of the most recent research. The following publications are recommended by faculty in the School of Social Work.

**Australian Social Work.**
Online access via Library Catalogue (1948–)

**British Journal of Social Work.**
Online access via Library Catalogue (1971–)

**CCPA Monitor.**
HC111.C36 (1994–) or online access via Library Catalogue (2005–)

**Canadian Public Policy.**
HC111.A1C35 (1975–) or online access via Library Catalogue (1975–)

**Canadian Review of Social Policy.**

**Canadian Social Work Review.**
HV11.A1C32 (1983–) or online access via Library Catalogue (2005–)

**Child and Family Social Work.**
Online access via Library Catalogue (1996–)

**Clinical Social Work Journal.**
STO HV1.C63 (1973–1993) or online access via Library Catalogue (1997–)

**Critical Social Policy.**

**Disability and Society.**
STO HV1551.D57 (1994–) or online access via Library Catalogue (1986–)

**Journal of Family Social Work.**

**Journal of Progressive Human Services**
HV1.C372 (1990–) or online access via Library Catalogue (1993–)

**Perception.**
HV1.B522 (1977–) or online access via Library Catalogue (1994–)

Policy Options.
JA4.P6 (1980–) or online access via Library Catalogue (to some articles)

**Practice: Social Work in Action.**
Online access via Library Catalogue (1997–)

**Social Work with Groups.**
HV45.A1S63 (1978–) or online access via Library Catalogue (1997–)

**Studies in Political Economy.**
HB1.S8 (1979–) or online access via Library Catalogue (2004–)

**Walrus.**
AP5.W198 (2003–)

Note: STO indicates volumes held in the library's storage facility.

Other recommended periodicals

**Canadian Social Trends.**
DDR CA1 BS11 .C008 .ENG or online access via Library Catalogue

JOURNAL ARTICLE DATABASES

For online access to databases, go to www.library.carleton.ca.

**Alternative Press Index.**
Indexes over 380 alternative, radical and left periodicals, newspapers and magazines from around the world. The central focus on the practice and theory of socialism, national liberation, labour, indigenous peoples, gays/lesbians, feminism, ecology, democracy, and anarchism.


**Canadian Research Index.**
This is an index to the Microlog microfiche collection which is held in MADGIC and includes research papers in physical, natural, and social sciences, policy papers, statistics, and annual reports from Canadian government and institutional sources.

DDR CA7 MC .M33 (print equivalent)

**CBCA Business.**
Covers over 400 journals, magazines, newspapers, and newsletters and provides in-depth access to many Canadian business periodicals.

**CBCA Reference.**
Provides access to a wide range of Canadian periodicals, ranging from academic titles in the humanities, social sciences, sciences, and professions to general magazines which focus on opinion, public policy, children, arts and culture, health, regional concerns, etc.
CPI-Q (Canadian Periodical Index). Contains citations to essays, articles, short stories, and book reviews in more than 400 English and French language journals published in, or providing significant coverage of, Canada.
REF AI3.C241 (print equivalent)

LGBT Life with Full Text. Provides indexing and abstracts for more than 400 magazines, journals, books and news sources dealing with gay, lesbian, bi and transgendered (GLBT) issues. It also provides coverage of literature such as case studies and speeches and includes full text for 50 GLBT journals, magazines and regional newspapers as well as some full text books and a GLBT thesaurus.

PAIS (Public Affairs Information Service) International + Archive. Contains citations with brief abstracts to journal articles, books, government documents, and reports in the area of public affairs and public policy.


Social Services Abstract. Contains citations and abstracts to current research focused on social work, human services and related areas.

SELECTED SUBJECTS

Aboriginal Peoples
KE7702.A662

Online access via Library Catalogue

REF E76.2.P75 2000

REF E77.H25 v.2–v.17

Aging

REF RC952.5.E58 2007

Online access via Library Catalogue

DDV CA1 HW .S24 (Library keeps latest edition only)

HQ1064.C38S77 2007 or online access via Library Catalogue

DDR CA1 BS89. C519 2006 or online access via Library Catalogue

AIDS

REF RA644.A25E5276

REF RA643.E53 2007

HN28.H29 2004

RA643.86.C2L43 2005

DDV CA1 XC62 2003.S71.EXF or online access via Library Catalogue

Children and Youth

REF HV711 Bibl C57 2002

RJ504 .H358 2008 or online access via Library Catalogue

Disabilities

Online access via Library Catalogue

REF HV1559.C2D564
KF480.R682 (library keeps latest edition only)

KDZ2049.O25 2005

Family
KE537.5.C3 or online access via Library Catalogue (1997–2002)

KE569.L36 2000

KE539.P395 2006

Poverty and Welfare
DDV CA1 HW700 2001 .C56.ENG or online access via Library Catalogue

Online access via Library Catalogue

DDV CA1 YC17 .C37 392 N.4. EXF or online access via Library Catalogue

Race and Ethnicity
HQ1453.A57 or online access via Library Catalogue

REF JC571 BIBL .C37

RSV HV3176.P763 or online access via Library Catalogue

Refugees and Immigration
Canadian Immigration & Refugee Law Practice. LexisNexis Butterworths, 2003–
KE4454.A32C354 2009

Sexual Orientation
REF HV1449 BIBL .M37 2001

HV1449.V36

Social Determinants of Health
DDV UN9 WH710 2008.C43 .ENG or online access via Library Catalogue

RA418.3.C2S63 2004

Substance Abuse
REF HV5804.E53 2009

REF RM316.D76 2007

Trauma
RA552.P67U53 2007

Treating Psychological Trauma and PTSD. Guilford Press, 2001.
RC552.P67T764 2001